In this study, we report the first results of the high-pressure Hall coefficient (R H ) measurements in the putative topological Kondo insulator SmB 6 up to 37 GPa. Below 10 GPa, our data reveal that R H (T) exhibits a prominent peak upon cooling below 20 K. Remarkably, the temperature at which surface conduction dominates coincides with the temperature of the peak in R H (T). The temperature dependent resistance and Hall coefficient can be well fitted by a two-channel model with contributions from the metallic surface and the thermally activated bulk states. When the bulk of SmB 6 becomes metallic and magnetic at ~ 10 GPa, both the R H (T) peak and the resistance plateau disappear simultaneously. Our results indicate that the R H (T) peak is a fingerprint to diagnose the presence of a metallic surface state in SmB 6 . The high-pressure magnetic state of SmB 6 is robust to 180 GPa, and no evidence of superconductivity is observed in the metallic phase.
Samarium hexaboride (SmB 6 ) is a prototypical Kondo insulator in strongly correlated electron systems. At high temperatures, SmB 6 behaves as a correlated bad metal but undergoes a metal-to-insulator crossover upon cooling due to the hybridization between the localized f-electrons and the conduction electrons [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Below ~4 K, the electrical resistivity of SmB 6 displays a plateau, which has been a puzzling issue for decades [1, 2] . This has been revealed recently to be attributed to an exotic metallic surface state that coexists with a bulk insulating state [6] [7] [8] [9] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
Thus, SmB 6 could be the first example of a new class of topological insulators with strong electronic correlations [18] [19] [20] . Considerable experimental efforts have been made to confirm the topological nature of the surface states in SmB 6 , and the correlation between the resistance plateau (RP) and a metallic surface state was established [6] [7] [8] [9] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Importantly, a two-channel conductivity model was found to describe well the temperature dependent resistance and Hall coefficient of SmB 6 by tuning sample thickness and gate voltage [21, 22] . Pressure is a clean and effective way of tuning interactions in solids with multiple degrees of freedom without introducing chemical complexity. Therefore, pressure has been successfully adopted in the studies of a broad variety of materials [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . Although SmB 6 at high pressures has been extensively investigated before the discovery of its metallic surface state [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] , including measurements of Hall coefficient and resistivity under pressures to 8 GPa [41] , high-pressure Hall coefficient studies of the intimate correlations among the exotic surface and bulk states, crystal structure and correlated electrons are still lacking. In this work, we are the first to perform the high-pressure measurements on the high quality SmB 6 single crystals to identify how the metallic surface and insulating bulk states evolve under pressure from a perspective of R H (T).
In Fig.1a we show the temperature dependence of electrical resistance measured in a SmB 6 sample upon cooling under pressures up to 36.8 GPa. The resistance of the sample at 1.1 GPa displays a continuous increase upon cooling and then exhibits a plateau below 5 K, identical to the behavior at ambient pressure [2, 4, 12, [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] .
Further, the resistance plateau is clearly visible at pressures below 7.6 GPa, but becomes indistinguishable at 8.5 GPa. Further compression to pressures above 9.7
GPa leads to the disappearance of the resistance plateau and to a substantial drop of the magnitude of the electrical resistance at low temperature, a signature of an insulator-to-metal transition. It is worth noting that the critical pressure of the insulator-to-metal transition found in this study is ~ 10 GPa (see the experimental details in Supplementary Information), in excellent agreement with the critical pressure applied to the sample through a gas transmitting medium [38] .
High-pressure Hall coefficient measurements were performed upon warming after the resistance measurements. As shown in Fig.1b , in the temperature range of
is negative at all pressures, indicating that the electron carriers are dominant. Remarkably, the plot of R H versus temperature displays a dome-like behavior in the temperature range below 10.7 GPa ( Fig.1b and inset). The dome-like R H (T) observed in the SmB 6 sample is attributed to the combined contribution from surface and the bulk states. Above 10 K, the insulating behavior of the bulk state is significantly dominant (Fig.1a) , which leads to an increase in R H (T), while, when the metallic surface state sets in at the temperature below the formation of the resistance plateau, R H shows a decease upon cooling due to the dominance of the metallic surface state [21] . The temperature dependence of both resistance and Hall coefficient obtained under pressure can be well fitted by a two-channel model consisting of a thermally activated bulk in parallel with a temperature-independent surface state [21, 22] . The resistance can be described as:
where R S and R B represent the resistance from surface and bulk channels, respectively.
Here,
R is the bulk resistance in the high-temperature limit and T is temperature.
The Hall coefficient can be expressed as:
where Our results demonstrate that the dome-like R H (T) can be taken as a fingerprint to distinguish the coexistence of the metallic surface and insulating bulk states in SmB 6 or other topological insulators.
Magnetic order has been found previously in pressurized SmB 6 by nuclear forward scattering of synchrotron radiation measurements [47] . The magnetic ordering temperature (T M ) has been confirmed to lie in the 10 -12 K range at ~ 10 GPa [47] . We find that the mid-point temperatures (T′) of the resistance drop in metallic SmB 6 are close to its corresponding T M measured by nuclear magnetic resonance measurements. Note that the feature of T′ in the resistance curve persists up to 180 GPa (as indicate by arrows in Fig.2 ). If T′is taken as a characteristic temperature of T M (Fig.2a) , it is surprising to find that T M is robust under pressures as high as 180
GPa (Fig.2b ). Because R(T) curves measured in the pressure range of 10 GPa -180
GPa exhibit similar behavior and no structure phase transition is observed under pressures to 167 GPa (Fig.3) , we propose that the magnetically ordered state remains in the pressurized metallic phase throughout this pressure range.
Remarkably, R(T) shows a distinguishable feature of the magnetic order state at 7.6 GPa and 8.5 GPa, whereas R H (T) still displays a peak behavior, indicating that We summarize our results in Fig.4 . SmB 6 hosts a metallic surface state below 10
GPa, which is characterized by the resistance plateau and the peak in R H (T). This peak decrease slightly with increasing pressure and eventually disappear at ~ 10 GPa as the bulk state of the sample becomes metallic state (Fig.4a ). We also find that the mid-point of the resistance drop, T′(P), coincides with the magnetic transition temperature T M detected by nuclear scattering forward measurements [47] , and it is present to 180 GPa. These results suggest that a robust magnetically ordered state is stabilized, which prevents the emergence of superconductivity.
The corresponding pressure dependence of the R H obtained at 1.8 K is shown in Fig. 4b . Below ~10 GPa, R H decreases with increasing pressure and stays almost constant in the metallic magnetic state. It is known that SmB 6 is a mixed valence compound at ambient pressure with valence ν Sm ~ 2.6. The application of pressure drives the valence change of Sm ions from delocalized to localized state，i.e., the concentration of magnetic Sm 3+ ions is enhanced upon compression. Previous high-pressure absorption measurements [33, [48] [49] [50] indicated that its mean valence is very close to 3+ at P>~10 GPa. The pressure-induced valence change of Sm 2+ → (Sm 3+ +5d), together with its stable cubic lattice structure, should be responsible for the robustness of long-ranged magnetic order [35, [48] [49] [50] .
In conclusion, the coexistence of surface and bulk states and their evolution with pressure in a putative topological insulator SmB 6 has been revealed by the prominent feature of the temperature dependent Hall coefficient for the first time. The intimate correlation between the low-temperature R H and the exotic surface state suggests that R H (T) is one of the most useful diagnostic methods to identify the existence of the exotic surface state in SmB 6 and other topological insulators. Furthermore, we find the extraordinary robustness of the crystal structure and metallic state in compressed 
